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Introduction
In a previous word reading and recall experiment in European 
Portuguese (Faria & Luegi, 2008) we found, within the group of the 
most retrieved words, word pairs morphologically related by 
derivation, such as pêssego / pessegueiro (peach / peach tree) or 
espírito / espiritual (spirit / spiritual). However, from a priming 
point of view, the same recalled pairs could be considered both 
semantically and morphologically motivated.

Aims
To observe how different types of noun derivation in Euro-
pean Portuguese contribute to accelerate or delay written 
word recognition (Experiment 1)
To look to other factors, such as word frequency, allomorphic 
and culturally marked gender values that may regulate or un-
derlie some morphosemantic priming effects (Experiment 2). 

Word formation in European Portuguese
Most Portuguese words (adjectives, nouns, verbs and even adverbs), are formed by a root, a the-
matic constituent and one or two inflectional suffixes

This description fully covers the structure of all simple words, but further comments are required 
when one of the constituents is absent (Villalva, 2008).
Complex words, which are, in fact, complex roots, include derivational suffixes, modification 
prefixes and suffixes or other roots. For the purpose of this paper, we will just consider derivational 
suffixes.

The sample is constituted by 44 European Portuguese male 
and female native subjects, undergraduates or postgraduates 
at the University of Lisbon.

Sample

ROOT THEMATIC CONSTITUENT INFLECTIONAL SUFFIXE

limp 
‘clean’

ADJR

problem 
‘problem’

NR

cant
‘sing’

 VR

a 
‘-a, masculine’

TC

o 
‘-o, masculine’

TC

a
‘1  conjugation’

 TC

s 
‘plural’

IS

s 
‘plural’

IS

va
‘indicative+past’

 IS

Experiment 1
Type of EP noun derivation and word recognition

Experiment 2

TARGET RECOGNITION TIME vs WORDHOOD AND TYPE OF ANSWER

65 derived nouns – denominal (36), deverbal (20), and deadjectival nouns (9) - were presented 
twice along the experiment, one prior to a morphologically related EP word, and the other prior to 
a pseudo-word containing the same graphemes. 

Procedure
After each prime word is presented on a screen for 750ms, a second sequence of graphemes 
appears.
Task
The subject had to decide whether that sequence of graphemes is or is not a word in European 
Portuguese. 
Results
Our aim was to observe how the target recognition time (Target.RT[Trial]) varies with wordhood 
(V8: word or pseudo-word) and type of answer (V7: right or wrong answer). 

Procedure
Each prime shows at the upper half of the screen, and two morphologically related words appear 
on each side of the lower half of the screen
Task
Subjects must choose between two morphologically related words to each of the 64 primes, 
selecting for the word they consider ‘closer’ to the prime. This task is filled on a subjective basis 
of consideration of ‘distance’ between the prime and each of the two related words, which 
subdivide into three different groups.

Group A    
50 primes offer two morphologically related words as targets one of which is always the base 
form and the other is:

 

64 derived nouns – 28 deverbal, 20 denominal and 16 deadjectival - were used as primes groups.

Group B    
12 primes (18,8%) offer the masculine 
and the feminine forms of its base root

Group C   
2 primes differ from all of the above.

The masculine form is 
predominantly selected (83,3%). 
This result is not surprising since 
the masculine form in European 
Portuguese is the ‘unmarked’ form 
of gender variable roots, therefore 
semantically interpreted as the 
generic value, as opposed to the 
feminine which is the gender 
specific value. 

 

In the 2 remaining cases 
(16,7%), the feminine target is 
selected by a relatively low 
majority (ie. 63,6% of the 

subjects). 

In the case of avareza, targets 
are the masculine and the 
feminine forms of a word 
derived from the same base. 
The results show that the 
masculine form is 
predominantly chosen.

In the case of escavadora, the 
second target (ie. cova) is not 
morphologically related to the 
prime, although it is semantically 
and phonetically close. 
Only 2 subjects (out of 44) pick 
this form.

Non-parametric ANOVA (2 Factors)
Significant differences (1% to 5%) were found between the mean orders for both factors and their 
interaction (yellow values).

Results
1. Type of answer (V7)
Significant differences were found between the two levels of factor V7 (right and wrong 
answers). Wrong answers have higher mean RTs. 

2. Wordhood (V8)
Significant differences were found between the two levels of factor V8 (words and 
pseudo-words). Mean recognition time is lower for words than for pseudo-words)

In this group, the selected target is very consistently the base 
word (88%), regardless of the nature of the other target 
(subclasses i-v) and of the position (left or right) where it shows 
in the screen.

Only in 6 cases (11,8%) the base word is not the preferred 
target, suggesting that either semantic priming or word use fre-
quency may be undertaking the choosing process:

mos
‘1  p.plural’

 IS

Derivational suffixes in European Portuguese
EP derivation counts with noun, adjective and verb forming suffixes that split into a considerable amount of 
morphosemantic categories, departing from adjective roots, noun roots, verb roots or verb themes. 
Examples of the most productive suffixes:

 

Tests of Between-Subjects Effects 

Dependent Variable: Target   RT_Rank     

Source 

Type III Sum of 

Squares df Mean Square F Sig. 

Noncent. 

Parameter Observed Powerb 

Corrected Model 1,462E9 3 4,872E8 177,970 ,000 533,909 1,000 

Intercept 1,249E10 1 1,249E10 4563,868 ,000 4563,868 1,000 

V7 1,334E8 1 1,334E8 48,725 ,000 48,725 1,000 

V8 5,538E7 1 5,538E7 20,230 ,000 20,230 ,994 

V7 * V8 7,936E7 1 7,936E7 28,990 ,000 28,990 1,000 

Error 1,636E10 5976 2737452,306     

Total 7,130E10 5980      

Corrected Total 1,782E10 5979      

a. R Squared = .082 (Adjusted R Squared = .082)     

b. Computed using alpha = .05      

 

 
 

Conclusions
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documentário

documento documentar

(i) another derived word from 
the same base (25)

(ii) an indirectly morphologically 
related word (8)

(iii) a word formed by conversion 
from the same base (8)

(iv) the bases’s own base form (7) (v) other cases (2)

corneta

corno cornetim razoável razão

razoabilidade

esfrega esfregar

esfregona

vaso vasilha

vasilhame

brusca brusco

brusquidão

cristal crista

cristaleira

types prime base word target subject’s 
option %

v cristal-eira cristal( ) 97,7

iv engoma-deira engoma(r) 95,4

iii esfreg-ão esfreg(ar) 95,4

i folhet-im folhet(o) 90,9

i lava-deira lava(r) 88,6

i nobr-eza nobr(e) 88,6

ii razoabil-idade razoabil( ) 88,6

iv vasilh-ame vasilh(a) 88,6

ii adultera-ção adultera(r) 86,3

i persevera-nça persevera(r) 84,1

iii esfreg-ona esfreg(ar) 84,1

ii cre-nça cre(r) 81,8

iv interdisciplinar-idade interdisciplinar() 79,5

i conferê-ncia conferi(r) 77,2

i grand-eza grand(e) 77,2

ii vest-iário vest(ir) 77,2

iv ensarilha-deira ensarilha(r) 77,2

v bombard-eiro bombarde (ar) 77,2

i corre-dor corre(r) 75,0

iii calcula-dora calcula(r) 75,0

i mandri-ão mandri(ar) 72,7

ii dent-uça dent(e) 72,7

ii vest-uário vest(ir) 72,7

iii aban-ão aban(ar) 72,7

iii ordena-ção orden(ar) 72,7

i bate-deira bate(r) 70,4

i narra-dor narra(r) 70,4

i chor-ão chor(ar) 69,7

i medi-ção medi(r) 69,7

i serr-ote serr(a) 69,7

iii document-ário document(ar) 69,7

iv aliabil-idade aliabil( ) 69,7

ii cabel-eira cabel(o) 65,9

ii fort-im fort(e) 65,9

iv atira-dor atira(r) 63,6

i demonstra-dor demonstra(r) 61,3

i mal-ote mal(a) 61,3

i caix-eira caix(a) 59,1

i explica-dor explica(r) 59,1

iii apert-ão apert(ar) 56,8

i imobil-iária imobil( ) 54,5

iii pod-ão pod(ar) 54,5

i constitui-ção constitui(r) 52,2

i ferroviári-a ferrovi(a) 50,0

 prime

iv aparafusa-dora aparafusa(r) 13,7 parafuso 86,3

i enferm-eira enferm(o) 27,3 enferm(eiro) 72,7

i ded-eira ded(o) 34,1 ded(al) 65,9

i observâ-ncia observa(r) 36,4 observa(ção) 63,6

i corn-eta corn(o 38,7 cornet(im) 61,3

i nasce-nça nasce(r) 43,2 nasci(mento) 56,8

base word target other target

prime
masculine 

target
subject’s 
choice %

brusqu-idão brusc(o) 90,9

rapid-ez rápid(o) 90,9

clandestin-idade clandestin(o) 86,3

imund-ice imund(o) 86,3

lent-idão lent(o) 86,3

flacid-ez flácid(o) 84,1

ov-ário ov(o) 79,5

delicad-eza delicad(o) 75,0

sensat-ez sensat(o) 69,7

banqu-eta banc(o) 59,1

prime
feminine 

target
subject’s 
choice %

hibrid-ez híbrid(a) 63,6

plan-ície plan(a) 63,6

derived nouns derived adjectives derived verbs

solid -ificar   ‘solidify’

ocidental -izar   ‘westernize’

preç -ário   ‘price list’ alentej -ano  ‘from Alentejo’ frut-ificar   ‘fructify’

colher -ada   ‘spoonful' gordur -oso   ‘fatty’ monopoli -izar  ‘monopolize’

pessegu -eiro   ‘peach tree’ teatr -al   ‘theatrical’

laranj -al   ‘orange grove’

pedinch-ão   ‘beggar’ murmur-inhar   ‘(to) whisper’

lamb-ão   ‘greedy person’ escrev-inhar   ‘(to) scribble’

fuj-ão   ‘runaway’ cusp-inhar   ‘(to) spit’

Infinitive represent-a-nte   ‘ representative’ escorreg-a-dio   ‘slipery’

theme correspond-e-nte  ‘ correspondent’ corr-e-dio   ‘sliding’

ped-i-nte    ‘beggar’ fug-i-dio   ‘evanescent’

concord-â-ncia  ‘agreement’

descend-ê-ncia  ‘descendents’

refer-ê-ncia   ‘reference’

educ-a-ção  ‘education’ observ-á-vel  ‘observable’

absolv-i-ção   'absolution’ beb-í-vel  ‘drinkable’

demol-i-ção   'demolition’ transfer-í-vel  ‘transferable’

Present 
theme

Past theme

Adjective root ambigu -idade  ‘ambiguity’ pessim -ista   ‘pessimistic’

Noun root

ve
rb

root

Conclusions

Results of Experiment 1 confirm previous knowledge within word recognition studies: pseudo-words and 
wrong answers have higher mean response times.
Results of Experiment 2 show that the morphological relationship between base words and derived words 
is much more salient than other morphological relationships or semantic links. 

escava-dora escava(r) 95,4% avar-eza avar(ento) 75,0% avar(enta) 25,0%
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